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The winner of 2015 Hugo Award. Winner of the Nebula Award. The Three-Body Problem is a
masterpiece of enormous scope and vision, written by Cixin, Liu, the most prevailing science fiction
writer in China today and tells a story set against the backdrop of China's Cultural Revolution. Back
in those days, Hongan , a secret military project, aiming to explore outer space civilization and
establish contact with aliens, had made breakthrough progress. But when Wenjie Ye pressed the
launch key, she didn't know the destiny of human beings had been completely changed. The first
signal from the earth, with the sun as its center, dashed forward to the deeper side of the universe.
Four light years away, the Three-Body civilization is in big trouble. Just like the earth, they also
revolve around the sun, but quite randomly. After hundreds of destruction and resurrection, they
were forced to break away from the home planet. And at the very moment, they received the
message from the earth. After locking the earthman's basic science with super technology, the huge
universe fleet of the Three-Body started to march towards the earth. The destiny of human beings
was approaching.
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Food for thought:How could the despair and hatred be so deep in a person that turn the person
against his own race? What is the cause of that?What is right and wrong when the survival of your
race depends on it? What is moral and justice from a universal sense?Beside the hard-core
science, the plot, and the imagination, a good SF fiction should provoke our thinking on humanity,
existence, laws of the nature, and our destiny in the cosmos. The Three-Body trilogy does a good
job on that.Punch lines:Monitor 1379: â€œDo not reply! Do not reply!â€•Three-Body race: â€œIt is

our sole wish to destroy you. Your opinion does not matterâ€•ETO (Earth Three-Body Organization):
â€œEliminate human regimes. Earth belongs to Three-Bodyâ€•Ye Wenjie: â€œThis is the end of
mankindâ€•Synopsis:First volume of the Three-Body trilogy can be read as a mystery fiction. It uses
an internet role playing game as a faÃƒÂ§ade to lead the readers into the Three-Body world. The
plot of the story unfolds as the game advances. The book might be a little slow at time but hang on,
the best is to come. As the secret unfolded, the world is at war (or will be) with an alien race. How
did that come about?For the military, science community, the elite and the riches who have insight
to this secret, their reactions are: fight, flee, or surrender. These reactions turn into different
movements. They will twist and turn and move the story along throughout the three books. The last
two groups will be treated as anti-human and punished by law.At the end, the Three-Body
supporters, Earth Three-Body Organization (ETO), are crushed by the military. Their leader is
interrogated and revealed some frightening news.
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